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4. bon jovi: bon jovi didnt need any help getting their band together. theyre already one of the
biggest boy bands of all time, with more than 100 million albums sold. but if youve never seen the

band play, believe it or not, you may think of them as a boy band, too. they dint have any girl
members until they met the drummer in 1979. they were a hard rock band at first with a lot of

guitars and a lot of bass in their music. you can still hear the influences of the early days like on their
2006 rock in rio performance. the band was formed at makarere high school in 1975 by guitarist
david bryan and drummer tico torres. in 1979, they changed their name to bon jovi and found
bassist jon bon jovi. the group released their first album in 1980. the first single, entitled he's a

beauty, was on the us billboard hot 100 for two weeks. however, the group gained their greatest
success with the hit song lonestar, which stayed in the top 10 for 12 weeks. the band would go on to
release their first four albums together. bon jovi, their fifth album, was released in 1986 and would
become the first album by the band to reach number one on the billboard 200. by the end of the
1980s, the band had transformed into a hard rock band. their style had more of a rock tone and

softer sounds, with more emphasis on rhythm rather than lead. their brand of rock has influenced a
wide variety of bands, such as metallica and a perfect circle. in 1994, their sixth album, have a nice
day, was released. it contained the hit single you give love a bad name, which reached number two
on the billboard hot 100 and number one on the billboard mainstream rock tracks chart. during the
1990s, the band performed around the world, playing stadiums and arenas to crowds ranging from

100,000 to over 200,000 in size. in 1991, the band played at the rock in rio, the first of many
appearances at the festivals in rio, portugal and spain. they played for hundreds of thousands of

people at rock in rio in 1993, 1994 and 1995. however, they stopped playing in arenas and began
playing clubs, taking on smaller venues after 1996. in 1997, they released their seventh studio
album, crossing mudd atlantas edge, which is also one of the best selling albums of all time.
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from the point of view of its writer, james blunt, it's weird to wake up next to a girl you've never
known, but who you've pretty much come to think of as your girlfriend/i mean, this is your girlfriend/
but i wish i could remember if she looks so perfect/ in my american apparel underwear/ ive got your

ripped skinny jeans lying on the floor. the song's subject matter is so peculiar that it's genuinely hard
to hear the song without taking in the implications. you look so perfect standing there/ in my

american apparel underwear/ ive got your ripped skinny jeans lying on the floor. we don't have to
think too hard about these lyrics to come away with a sense that the guy is very uncomfortable with
the scene -- which seems to be a case of very direct lyrical expression and meaning. the girl, on the
other hand, appears to be enjoying herself. but its sexual connotation is much more apparent when
we consider how the two are portrayed: the girl is all about stripping off clothes, and the guy is too
intimidated to even look at her. in other words, they appear to be playing some kind of naked game
of "see who can sneak a peak at who," and the girl has no problem sending the guy on to peek at

her. the song's overarching sentiment is actually closer to a song about a relationship without any of
the emotional baggage. it's a song about not just getting over the hump in a relationship, but getting
over the hump in life. in this sense, it's a rather optimistic song, and one that's somewhat intriguing.

the song's best lines actually don't have to do with the girl -- rather, they're two completely
unrelated thoughts that almost seem to go right next to each other. 5ec8ef588b
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